
TECseries© 

 
 
 
RULES: 
 

1. Be polite and courteous to everyone! 
2. All 4 standard firearm rules are in effect from the time you arrive to the time you leave. 
3. All instructions given by the match director and ranch staff are to be followed at all times. 
4. Once you arrive, there will be no leaving the lodge area / parking lot. This is to make sure 

everyone has a safe and enjoyable weekend. 
5. No loaded firearms in or around the lodge or parking area at any time. 
6. Teams should be standing by 15 minutes prior to their scheduled launch time. 
7. RO’s will provide instructions to teams as they arrive at each stage. 
8. Each stage will have one designated target that is the known distance. This target will be the 

longest carbine shot & the shortest bolt gun shot. 
9. Once the stage time has expired, no more shots are allowed. Any shot fired thereafter will not be 

counted. 
10. No electronic range finding devices are allowed during the match. Any team found using such 

devices will be immediately disqualified and told to leave the ranch. No refunds for disqualified 
teams will be given. 

11. All teams must unload and show clear before leaving each staging area.  At no time will teams be 
allowed to walk around with Condition 1 or Condition 3 firearms. Bolts may be closed on a 
verified (by the RO) empty chamber. 

12. Do not argue with the RO. RO’s have the final say for their respective stage.  
13. All disputes must be lodged with the match director upon immediate return to the lodge. The MD 

will resolve all issues at his/her sole discretion. 
14. The bonus stage is available for the bolt gun shooter only. It is optional. In all unforeseen 

situations, the MD has sole discretion and the final determination. 
15. These are the standard rules for the series. All rules are subject to changes and/or additions as 

deemed necessary for each match location.  All registered teams will be provided with a complete 
list of rules prior to their arrival. 

	


